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Inner Auto's Line of Accessories for Chevrolet: Aesthetic and Practical

Car accessories serve both an aesthetic and practical purpose. Add some life and color to your
interior and use Inner Auto's dash cover,which comes in two kinds of hi-class fabrics.

(PRWEB) July 16, 2005 -- Accessories have become an integral part of customizing oneÂ�s car. What is good
about these accessories is the duality of their purpose; they serve both an aesthetic and practical purpose. For
example, you can choose a spunky front-end grill to add character to your truck but beyond that, the grille
serves as a protective gear too.

For your Chevrolet, consider these accessories - Inner Auto's cutout fender flares, give 2-5 inches of extension
beyond the wheel-well opening which is ideal for super sized tires. Tight fit grille guards are especially great
for outdoorsy people who love to drive up in rough roads, and it makes your car look tough and muscled-up.
For added protection put-on Inner Auto's front-end mask, it covers your bumper and the leading portion of the
hood area.

Do not drive in a storm and have rainwater seep through your windows? Not only does it ruin your interior but
also your favorite shirt! Inner Auto's side window covers can avoid rain seeping inside your car. As for the
looks, Inner Auto's sleek and delicately lined side window covers can never cramp your style!

Add some life and color to your interior and use Inner Auto's dash cover, which comes in two kinds of hi-class
fabrics. The dash cover adds color and dimension, and the lush texture is a bonus point. It comes in different
eye-catching colors like, beige, black, caramel, charcoal, blue, gray, green, red, taupe, wine, jade and tan. Of
course, you must match your seat covers to your dash cover, so take your pick from a wide choice of seat
covers, which come in a variety of fabrics and colors.

Whether you are looking to fix up an old used car or you want new high performance car parts for your
Chevrolet, you can find all your auto parts by simply clicking on http://www.innerauto.com/Chevy_Parts one of
the most trusted online truck parts store. Inner auto guarantees the lowest prices. All products are In Stock and
Ready for Immediate Shipping. Their friendly customer service staff is ready to serve and answer your
inquiries.
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Contact Information
TerryBrown
1-800-314-1521

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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